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The core principle of Sanathana Dharma is fostering universal
love. Oneness beyond all barriers is the core message of our
dharma. In fact, the worship in Hindu dharma is designed
towards taking us to that level of maturity where we see all as
one. In a temple, a monastery or in our room for worship at
home, we look at the Lord’s deity and pray, cry out our requests,
we stand there humbled, pious and completely in reverence. But
we change when we step into the world. In the world outside, we
are no longer humble or full of love. All we feel and experience is
hatred, anger, jealousy, greed and negativity. In place of worship
we are not like that, because we believe God is present there. The
step towards universal love is realizing that God is everywhere,
and not just in the place of worship.

Srimad Bhagavatham says “arcayam eva haraye, pujam yah
sraddhayehate; na tad-bhaktesu canyesu, sa bhaktah prakrtah
smrtah” ~ A devotee who worships the Deity at the place of
worship, but does not properly respect devotees of The Lord or
the people in general is considered just a beginner.

“isvare tad-adhinesu, balisesu dvisatsu ca; prema-maitri-
krpopeksa, yah karoti sa madhyamah” ~ The devotee in the
intermediate stage is called a madhyama-adhikari. He loves the
Lord, is a sincere friend to all the devotees of the Lord and gives
them love, and stays away from people who give him hatred or
do wrong.

“sarva bhutesu yah pasyed, bhagavad bhavam atmanah; bhutani
bhagavaty atmany, esa bhagavatottamah” ~ The best devotees
see God in everything, and everything within God, thereby loving
even the ones who hate them.
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From The 
Editor’s Desk

The incarnation of Sri 
Chaitanya Mahaprabhu, the 

highly glorified of all the great 
saints of Kali Yuga, was purely 

to uplift humanity from the 
clutches of worldly existence 
and lay them at the holy feet 
of Lord Krishna. A walking 

God, Sri Mahaprabhu was the 
repository of untainted 

devotion and love. Chaitanya
Mahaprabhu, a great scholar 

that he was, threw away 
everything and took to 
incessant chanting of 

Mahamantra. His Divine 
Descent was on 'Holi' Day; 
hence, it is also a 'holy' day. 
Holi wishes to our readers; 

with prayers at Guru 
Maharaj’s feet to bless us with 
incessant Nama on our lips!
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Once an earnest student went to a Mahatma and asked, “The burning problem in the
world today is violence. The tendency of many countries is violent. All we see is war,
weapons, bloodshed and mass destruction. How do you think spiritual practice is going to
help in this context?”

The Master replied “Do you think spirituality is irrelevant in today’s world? What in your
opinion is the solution to this?”

The student replied, “Disarmament. If we make a law to destroy weapons, the world will
be more peaceful and safe, and that is the most practical solution.”

The Mahatma laughed. He said, “Let us consider that all countries give up weapons today.
Do you think they will stop fighting? They will next use sticks and rods to fight. If we
make the earth devoid of sticks and rods, they will start fighting with their bare hands.
They will start fist fighting and beating each other. Disarmament is not the solution to
everlasting peace. Perfect solution lies within. It’s the tendency to violence that should be
destroyed, not just the weapons. As long as bitterness remains, fight will continue. Only
way everlasting peace and universal love can becomea reality is when change happens
from within.”

And that is what our Spiritual Master, His Holiness Maharanyam Sri Sri Muralidhara
Swamiji says, “Universal peace and love can happen only through inner transfromation;
and inner transformation can happen only through spiritual awakening’

Charity begins at home – change happens within. If every individual changes, like how
little drops of water make a mighty ocean, the world would be a peaceful place to leave in.
When our Sanathana Dharma says God is omnipresent, we have to understand that God
is present in everyone!
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Book Review
Mahamantra As I See It
By Sriram R

There are many accounts of genuine seekers who, over the years, have
travelled to India and found their calling at the feet of an Indian saint.
This author, though, was not a seeker. In fact, he was one who
travelled from India to the USA in search of comforts and prosperity.
Yet in this materialistic age when true seekers are few, divinity itself
seeks out people to shower Its grace on! This book is a compelling,
honest account of how one who was leading a routine mundane life of
work and home in the US, was transformed after he was brought,
purely by divine grace, into the divine company of a great saint and
the Mahamantra. The Master and the Mahamantra are presented here
from the inspiringly insightful, rational yet straight-from-the-heart
perspective of the author, that brings out the accessibility and
tangibility of that grand divinity. This book is a must-read for any
seeker!
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CREATIVITY…
REFINED

Smruthi, Muscat

Govind Krishna, Jafferkhanpet

Chandrashekhar, Jafferkhanpet

Charulatha V, Jafferkhanpet
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Prithvim
Dharmam
Dritham
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Wondrous Whispers from Ancient India

WHAT IS DHARMA?

This statement from Atharva Veda, implies that the world is upheld by Dharma, which is well know
as the righteous path. The root of the term Dharma traces back to, “Dharayathi ithi Dharma:”
meaning “that which supports/protects. Dharma is the inherent nature or the Svabhava of all that
exists, like the faithfulness of a dog, the supporting tendency of earth, the orderly functioning of the
enitre cosmos! Dharma is the Universal Law, supporting, governing and nourishing every being in
the Universe. Vedas are the authority of Dharma, showing us what is Dharma! Dharma is that
which brings Universal love and peace. It is the eternal law that can uplift the entire humanity!

WHY DHARMA?

Our scriptures say, “Kalau kalmasha chitAnAm...” Kali is very tricky with its very strong Swabhava
of making us overlook even the common human laws or the “sAmAnya Dharma“ associated with
our daily lives, let alone the highest dharma like Varnashrama dharma, Sathyam, Ahimsa, and
service to humanity /God.

THE REAL BURDEN TO MOTHER EARTH

As the entire world is inter-connected, every thought and action of an individual, good or not, makes
an impact on the society, the nation and the world. When these thoughts and actions of individual,
society or nation deviate from the laws of nature, away from Dharma, the mother earth, who is an
embodiment of patience, breaks down, which is exhibited in the form of natural calamities.

THE LORD’s DESCENT - TO PROTECT THE WORLD & DHARMA

At the time of rise in adharma, in order to maintain the balance in the cosmos, and to alleviate the
burden on Mother earth, Bhagavan incarnates, as we see in, “paritharAnAya sAdhUnAm vinAsAya
cha dhushkruthAm; dharmasamsthArpaNArthAya sambhavAmi yugEyugE”

- Smt Ramya. Adyar
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MATSYA AVATAR - protected the Vedas, the authority for Dharma; KOORMA AVATAR - rescued the
heavens, the fruit of Dharma; VARAHA AVATAR - reinstated Earth, the place for Dharma
anushtana; NARASIMHA AVATAR - killed Hiranyakashipu, the epitome of adharma and reinstated
Dharma; VAMANA AVATAR - To show that Bhagavan himself comes in search of a person in
Dharma (Mahabali) and RAMA AVATAR - an avatar who lived in Dharm and for Dharma alone;
KRISHNA AVATAR - Showed the sweetest and most suitable path for our time - THE BAGAVATHA
DHARMA , which is simply listening singing, and celebrating the Lord and His glories. VYASA
AVATAR - The Krupa avatar, the foundation of Sanathana Dharma, out of his immense compassion
revealed the Supreme Bhagavatha Dharma given by Lord Krishna Himself.

THE NEED OF THE HOUR

We, living in this age are looking for that path, a dharma that we can rejoice and would open a
possibility for all of us to attain a highest state! An universal path for all across the globe, a simple
path suitable for our fast paced lives, a path without any restrictions, a path that can offer the huge
benefits with very little effort. Mahatmas always show us the right path so that we don't get into the
trap of darkness and illusion. One such Mahatma is Bhismacharya! A treasured conversation from
Mahabharata that reveals the Supreme Dharma, suitable for this age took place at the
Dharmakshetra (Kurukshetra) between Bhishmacharya - the repository of all Dharma and &
Dharmaputra in the holy presence of dharmasya :prabhu:achyutha:: - Lord Krishna, at whose feet
Dharma takes refuge. Dharmaputra, after listening all kinds of dharma from Bhishmacharya, with
nothing left to ask for (srutva dharman aseshena), once again asks for that single Dharma- the
greatest of all? For which, the compassionate Bhishmacharya blessed not only Dharmaputra but for
generations to come by revealing the Supreme Dharma of chanting of the divine names of the Lord,
through the treasured Vishnu Sahasranamam,

DHARMA FOR KALI YUGA - KIRTANAM PAADIRE!!

HH Maharanyam Sri Sri Muralidhara Swamiji says that to deliver ourselves from the evils of this
age, the simplest and the sweetest path is to constantly chant this particular Maha Mantra “Hare
Rama Hare Rama Rama Rama Hare Hare Hare Krishna Hare Krishna Krishna Krishna Hare
Hare” as prescribed in Kali Santarana Upanishad, which has been chanted, followed, preached and
lived by great Mahans like Sri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu.

Pearls of Wisdom from our Texts                           ~ Sri Balaji Sharma
Principal, Sri Sandeepani Gurukulam

rturvyAthIthah parivarthathe punah; kshayam prayathAh punarethi chandhramAh
gatham gatham naiva thu samnivarthathe; jalam nadhInAm cha nrNAm cha yauvanam

~Saundaranandanam
Seasons retrun, so does the moon after having disappeared on the dark night of 

amavasya, but the time once passed, the water once flown in a river and the youth once 
lost, never return – so one should make the best of his time.
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GOD around the Globe 

Wondrous Whispers from Ancient India

Gopa Kuteeram, Chennai Chapter, conducted 'Wondrous Whispers of Ancient India' - an
exhibition by Gopa Kuteeram children from Chennai! It was a blessed day to be in the
midst of Sri Guruji's Divine Presence, and watching the young ones interact, learn and get
blessed by Sri Sri Swamiji. Exhibits were themed as Wisdom from Puranas and Ancient
India’s Contribution to the World

GOD India Trust, held a puppet show under the banners of its Dancing Peacock Puppet
Company in a fund raising carnival. The show was conducted by Gopa Kuteeram children
from Thiruvanmiyur and Adyar, and was viewed enthusiastically by hundreds of excited
children.
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Ramayana, A Devoted-poet’s Fantasy

Being a poet-sage, Valmiki very uniquely manages to combine poetry and divinity presenting
a solacing story! It is said that the sage beautifully sang the beautiful Ramayana, sitting in a
branch called poetry like a cuckoo. To quote Swami Vivekananda “No language can be more
pure, no chaster, none more beautiful and at the same time simpler than the language in
which the great sage Valmiki depicted the life story of Rama”. It is anybody’s guess that
Valmiki Ramayan has been a huge inspiration for many poets to pen their own versions of
Ramayan. While there is no doubt in that Valmiki’s chronicle stands as आधार or basis,

versions of other poets heap praises on Valmiki for serving as an inspiration. This is verily
evidenced in almost all poets beginning with an invocatory verse, bowing down to the first
poet-sage. Starting from Kalidasa etc in Sanskrit, to Kamban in Tamil and Tulasidas in
Hindi, the learned Wikipedia informs that there are 300 versions of Ramayan. Let us look at
how another poet (cum-king) Bhojaraja (in Sanskrit) presented a particular instance vis-a-
vis Valmiki’s narration. Bhojaraja’s Ramayan is titled Champu Ramayan [Champu is a
certain metre in Sanskrit which combines poetry (पद्य)ं and prose (गद्यं)]. The below two

incidents occur while Maruti crosses the ocean:
VALMIKI-RAMAYAN
Surasa, Goddess of snakes, disguises herself as a demon and orders Maruti to proceed
further only on entering her mouth (ie a nice way of asking him to be food to her). After a
brief conversation, Maruti grows 10 yojanas (Yojana is an ancient mark of measure likely to
be 2 kms) wide and long causing her to correspondingly increase size of her mouth to 10
yojanas. This process continued thereon until Maruti grew 90 yojanas duly followed suit by
Surasa when in a remarkable display of wit, he shrunk his body to the size of a thumb,
quickly entered her mouth and came out.
CHAMPU-RAMAYAN
The poet describes this entire sequence in one go with the help of an example. He says Maruti
overcomes Surasa by employing what Lord Vamana did, the opposite way. Now, what did the
lord do when he incarnated as Vamana? He appeared as a small boy and suddenly grew big
enough to conquer everything. Here Maruti reverses the act..
Now, let us look at what happens next.
VALMIKI-RAMAYAN
Maruti encounters a fierce demon Simhika. This horrible monster again tries to gobble
Maruti. Maruti enters Simhika’s mouth and like a sharp piece of diamond, tears open
Simhika using his nails and emerging out victorious.
Maybe somebody here questioned if Maruti was inspired by any other avatar of Lord Vishnu.
CHAMPU-RAMAYAN
The entire sequence is very subtly conveyed in one sloka by saying that Maruti killed the
demon the way Lord Narasimha killed (Hiranyakashipu).
From containing Maruti’s giant flight from India to Sri Lanka over the ocean in one sloka in
Mahabharata, to presenting the entire Sundara Kanda itself in one line in Raghuveera Gadya,
Ramayana, indeed, for ages, has been a devoted-poet’s fantasy!

~ Sanath Kumar
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They had assured they would come back. But little did they know, destiny had different
arrangements, when they met death in its eye, and valiantly shred their lives for this holy land. Must
have been a forlorn battle with the craving to survive, amid pain and helplessness, tediously from
one heart beat to the next, amid the fervor to guard us, amid the earnest prayers their kith and kin
were mumbling from their homes, amid the blood-freezing snow, amid the aching desire for one
last peck on the cheek from their child; one last smile on their wife’s face; one last embrace from
their parents.
As at all times, destiny did win. The brave hearts yielded. And waves of tears and anguish came
spouting from the highlands, and swept every shattered Indian heart.
Why did these altruistic souls opt to do this? Was it for power or wealth or fame? There were a
million trails that led towards those. They left all that was dear to them, so we may stay secure with
all that is dear to us. They withstood privation, so we enjoy luxury. They confronted dangers, so our
homes are filled with laughter. The taxes we pay for their salaries, they repay with their blood; and
the magnitude of this matchless transaction, we, the safeguarded will never know.
If only the love and gratitude each Indian’s heart carries can bring them back to life, to an embrace
from their parents, to the smile on their wife’s face, to a peck on the cheek from their child, to the
warmth of their homes from the bitter snow, to the shrines were prayers were fulfilled, to
merriment from the isolation, to salute Our Flag flying high from being wrapped in it! Let’s
remember with every tear, how violence is evil, and peace is dear!

(A tribute to Pathankot, Siachen and Pampore martyrs)

An Unfeigned Salute ~Janani Vasudevan

ACROSS
1.Vehicle of Yama (7)
2.Bird that tried saving Sita
Devi (6)
3.Wool obtained from 
Himalayan Goat (8)
4.Khong Kangjei is the 
Manipuri version of this game 
(6)
5.Spice Garden of India (6)
6.Carpet city of India (7)
7.Award given to sports 
coaches (11)
8.Anjali Putra (7)
9.Oldest civilisation (5)
10.Dilwara Temples (9)
11.Shakuntala (8)
12.Tamil, a national language 
(9)
13.Father of Indian Space 
Program (8)
14.State of five rivers (6)

DOWN
1.Oldest mountain range in India (9)
2.Kaziranga famous for (10)
3.First Indian Nobel Laureate (6)
4.Camel trading is done in this festival 
(7)
5.Other name of Draupadi (7)
6.Goddess of Bengal (4)
7.Indian Ocean meets Bay of Bengal 
(10)
8.Largest Nandi in this temple  (8)
9.Son of Kunti (5)
10.First artificial Indian satellite (10)
11.Modern name of Utkala state (6)
12.Established Satyagraha Museum (5)

Puranava
Crossword

Last Week’s Answers: Across: 1.Aryabhatta 

2.Shani 3.Dandi 4.Hanuman 5.Kalidasa 

6.Ellora 7.Jaisalmer 8.Tamil 9.Kuchipudi 

10.Avadi 11.Aryan 12.Kaliya 13.Bhishma 

14.Rohini Down: 1.Bhaskaracharya 2.Andal 

3.Pali 4.Hume 5.Ajmer 6.Nama 7.Jayadeva 

8.Sushruta 9.Sama 10.Raman 11.Danvantri

12.Gomukhi 13.Kunti 14.Rath 15.Daman 

16.Gaya

Kakitha Malargal (Excerpts from Sri Sri Swamiji’s book Kakitha Malargal

– Q and A explaining our Sanathana Dharma)

It is said that we should feed the crows before we partake of a meal. Further, it is also said
that the dead ancestors of our family would come in the form of crows and partake of the food.
Is this true? Yes, it is true. But there is also another reason behind it. When some food is
offered to the crow it can be observed that the crow at once calls out to other crows and only
then eats the food. Whatever we observe gets registered in our mind. At least after we observe
the crow sharing its food with others, we would also think of sharing our food and not
partake alone. It is also for this reason that offering food to the crow has been advocated. Our
religion has numerous reasons behind each practice that it advocates.


